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NOTES AND NEWS
TOURMALINE-BEARING QUARTZ FROM AMELIA, VIRGINIA

Gmer.o R. MecCenruu, (Jniaersity oJ North Carolino.

A more detailed examination under the binoculars discrosed the fact that the
numerous hairJike inclusions were darker than is the usual case, being a brownish
black rather than the red-brown of ordinary rutile. A fragment filed with a net
work of these inclusions was broken from the base of one of the crystals and
tested for tjtanium with entirely negative results.

A further search revealed severar sman acicular crystals of what appeared to
be black tourmaline, although they were too smail for crose examination. when
tested these needles reacted strongry for boron. A similar test was then run o'
several portions of the more typical "rutilated" material, decisive tests being
obtajned in every case. Evidently all of the ,,rutile,, was tourmaline.

Since these crystals simulated so perfectly the appearance of rutilated quartz,
the question arisesl may not some of the specimerr. l' or' museums and labora_
tories now labelled "Rutilated euartz" be in reality,,tourmarinated,'rather than
"rutilated?"

The use of andalusite (and more recentry of andarusite and dumortierite) in
the manufacture of porcelain for spark plugs has been frequentry recorded in the
literature. These same minerals are now being used in the manufacture of what

Dr. Robert B. Sosman has resigned from the Geophysical Laboratory of the
carnegie rnstitution of washington and has accepted a position in the recentry
established research laboratory of the united states Steel corporation at Kearny,
New Jersey.

Professor John T. Lonsdale of the Bureau of Economic Geology, University
of Texas, has accepted the position as head of the department of geology at the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of 

'I.exas.

Professor E. Wiechert, director of the Geophysical Institute and professor
at the University of Giittingen, recently died, aged sixry_seven years.

I)r. Andrew C. Lawson, pro.fessor of geology and at one time dean of the College
of Mining of the University of California, retired in July, after thirty_eight years
of service on the faculty. He becomes emeritus professor c.f geologv and mineralogy.




